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The disparate behavior between these two adjacent segments of the Central American megathrust remains unexplained. A

stress-constrained model of slip deficit applied to the interseismic surface velocity field in Nicoya suggests a slip deficit rate in

the updip portion of the megathrust between 0.8-8.5 cm/yr, suggesting that large tsunamis are possible here. Limited GPS

data in Nicaragua can be reconciled by an offshore locked zone that matches the shallow rupture defined by the model of the

1992 tsunami. Sea-floor geodesy would allow much better near-trench constraints on slip deficit in both regions.
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Key Points:7

• Large earthquakes occur offshore Nicaragua and generate tsunamis; similar size8

earthquakes in northern Costa Rica do not.9

• Stress-constrained coupling models for Costa Rica suggest some shallow locking;10

Seismicity and GPS data in Nicaragua suggest shallow locking is possible.11

• Sea-floor geodesy is necessary to better constrain conditions on the shallow megath-12

rust in both regions.13
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Abstract14

Subduction zone tsunamis require significant co-seismic slip in the shallow, offshore15

plate interface near the trench, possibly related to the degree of prior interseismic cou-16

pling. In Nicaragua, a large tsunami was associated with the 1992 Mw 7.7 earthquake.17

To the south, the 2012 Mw 7.6 earthquake in the Nicoya peninsula of Costa Rica did not18

generate a tsunami. The disparate behavior between these two adjacent segments of the19

Central American megathrust remains unexplained. A stress-constrained model of slip20

deficit applied to the interseismic surface velocity field in Nicoya suggests a slip deficit21

rate in the updip portion of the megathrust between 0.8 − 8.5 cm/yr, suggesting that22

large tsunamis are possible here. Limited GPS data in Nicaragua can be reconciled by23

an offshore locked zone that matches the shallow rupture model of the 1992 tsunami. Sea-24

floor geodesy would allow much better near-trench constraints on slip deficit in both re-25

gions.26

Plain Language Summary27

Places where an oceanic plate converges and dives below another plate (continen-28

tal or oceanic) host the largest earthquakes on Earth. Some but not all of these earth-29

quakes cause catastrophic tsunamis. In the time between earthquakes, part of the slop-30

ing boundary between the two plates (the plate interface) is ‘stuck,’ deforming the Earth’s31

crust. This deformation can be measured at the surface and used to infer motion on the32

interface. Along the western coast of Central America, the Cocos plate dives beneath33

the Caribbean plate. The region experiences frequent large earthquakes. Occasional tsunamis34

occur offshore Nicaragua but not Costa Rica. We use GPS data in the two regions to35

estimate the amount of motion on the shallow interface close to the sea floor. The data36

suggest that tsunamis represent a future hazard to both regions.37
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1 Introduction38

One of the challenges in subduction zone hazard assessment is understanding whether39

a large or great earthquake will be accompanied by a catastrophic tsunami. Attempts40

have been made to investigate shallow, up-dip locking near the trench using existing on-41

land GPS, however, they have been unable to determine if that region is fully coupled42

or freely slipping (Schmalzle et al., 2014; Li et al., 2018). Sea-floor geodetics such as ab-43

solute pressure gauges (APGs) and GPS-acoustic (GPS-A) systems have made substan-44

tial strides in identifying and constraining shallow locking, but are expensive and dif-45

ficult to implement and interpret (Bürgmann & Chadwell, 2014; Wallace et al., 2016; Yokota46

et al., 2016).47

The Cocos plate subducts beneath the Caribbean plate at a rate of ∼ 84 mm/yr48

with slight obliquity (DeMets, 2001; DeMets et al., 2010). Historically, the resulting sub-49

duction zone offshore Central America has hosted frequent M ∼ 7.2−7.8 earthquakes50

with relatively short recurrence intervals, less than 100 years (Figure 1) (Satake, 1994;51

Protti et al., 1995). Slow slip events (SSEs) are also known here, releasing some fraction52

of accumulated strain in an aseismic or weakly seismic manner, often accompanied by53

low frequency earthquakes and non-volcanic seismic tremor (Xie et al., 2020). The re-54

gion offshore Nicaragua hosted a Mw 7.7 earthquake that generated a tsunami in 1992,55

causing considerable damage whereas the 2012 Mw 7.6 offshore the Nicoya Peninsula did56

not generate any tsunamis (Satake, 1994; Norabuena et al., 2004; Dixon et al., 2014; Protti57

et al., 2014). The megathrust offshore Nicaragua also experiences many more moderate58

sized earthquakes compared to Nicoya (Figure 2), suggesting contrasts in frictional be-59

havior between these two regions. In this paper, we use available geodetic data and a60

kinematic coupling model with a stress constraint to investigate the possibility of shal-61

low, up-dip locking in these regions. For the Nicoya Peninsula of northern Costa Rica,62

with relatively dense geodetic coverage, we estimate a strain budget for the megathrust63

incorporating strain release via SSEs, and discuss implications for tsunami hazard as-64

sessment. Previous work indicates that the coupled regions offshore Nicoya extend to at65

least 10 km depth (Protti et al., 2014), but our models suggest that the coupled region66

extends to at least 5 km depth and potentially up to the trench.67

2 GPS Data68

In northern Costa Rica, we use the data from Xie et al. (2020) to compute inter-69

seismic and inter-SSE velocities for the periods before and after the Mw 7.6 5 Septem-70

ber 2012 earthquake. The catalog spans July 2002 to July 2020 and contains ten cycles71

of SSEs. Pre- and post-earthquake locking patterns are remarkably similar, but the post-72

earthquake period has more stations.73

In Nicaragua, we use GPS data processed by the University of Nevada, Reno (Blewitt74

et al., 2018), and model the GPS time series in the same way as the Costa Rican net-75

work, a linear regression with annual/semiannual signals and step-functions for station76

changes and earthquakes. Some of these stations are located on volcanoes and their sig-77

nals may be contaminated by local volcanic effects. Several stations have short time spans78

(∼1.5 years) and have large uncertainties on the interseismic velocities. One station, CN22,79

is located in a residential area of the coastal town of Poneloya, Nicaragua and displays80

mostly western motion, possibly indicating contamination by other sources of deforma-81

tion.82

Both the Costa Rican and Nicaraguan site velocity data exhibit significant north-83

west components associated with trench-parallel forearc block motion (Figure 3) (McCaffrey84

et al., 2002; DeMets, 2001; Norabuena et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2007; LaFemina et al.,85

2009). For the velocity of the subducted plate, we used the PVEL model (DeMets et al.,86

2010). Misfits between the predictions of this model and the observed GPS velocity at87
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Cocos Island (Protti et al., 2012) suggest that PVEL may be slightly biased, but the dif-88

ferences are not significant for purposes of our model. Since both Nicoya and southern89

Nicaragua experience motion of a forearc sliver block, we calculated the effective rake90

direction and rate on the subduction interface assuming 10 mm/yr of northwest block91

motion for Nicoya, and 15 mm/yr of northwest block motion for southern Nicaragua. The92

corresponding rake direction differs little from the predicted PVEL direction of motion,93

hence simply taking the component of motion for a given site velocity in the PVEL di-94

rection is an adequate approximation.95

3 Kinematic Coupling Models offshore Northern Costa Rica96

We divide the megathrust into discrete triangular patches following the Slab 2.097

plate interface (Hayes et al., 2018) and apply a new kinematic coupling model with stress-98

constraints on the fault patches (Lindsey et al., 2021). This model uses a boundary el-99

ement method to apply analytical solutions for displacements and stressing rate in an100

elastic half space. The model imposes a non-zero stressing rate via the stress interaction101

kernel that acts as a physics-based minimum smoothness constraint. This stress kernel102

is constructed by evaluating the effect of the slip vector on each patch for all the patches.103

Thus, the smoothing effect of the stress-constraint is highest for regions that are up-dip104

of highly coupled patches. There is an additional Laplacian smoothing parameter within105

the model that does not exploit physics for a more variable smoothing effect. For that106

parameter, we use an L-curve approach and compute the point of maximum curvature107

to select an optimal smoothing parameter.108

We used two types of priors (maximum and minimum coupling) to estimate the109

range of possible coupling behavior for the Central American megathrust. The priors are110

implemented by imposing a penalty on the total slip rate deficit. This is calculated by111

summing the slip rates on all the patches and penalizing the difference between that sum112

and either zero (minimum coupling) or the long-term slip rate (maximum coupling). The113

inversion is iterated over a range of reasonable penalty parameters for both the minimum114

and maximum solution, which allows tracking of the minimum and maximum allowable115

coupling values on each patch. The variance in the physical domain is defined by the dif-116

ference between the maximum and minimum coupling values at each patch, and we use117

this as a metric for model resolution as well as computing model uncertainty. When the118

penalty parameter is zero there is no difference between the maximum and minimum so-119

lutions; this is the best-fitting model.120

Our preferred model uses the interseismic velocities from the post-2012 period (Fig-121

ure 4a). Regardless of the penalty parameter, all models show a highly coupled patch122

underneath the center of the Nicoya Peninsula and another highly coupled patch to the123

east beneath the Gulf of Nicoya. Increasing the penalty parameter on the minimum cou-124

pling inversion reduces the coupling around these two high-coupled patches and even-125

tually, with a large enough parameter, the two main patches converge into one patch be-126

neath the southeastern region of Nicoya. Conversely, increasing the penalty parameter127

on the maximum coupling inversion reduces the degree of coupling around these patches128

forcing increased coupling away from the data. The minimum coupling inversions tend129

to fit the data better than the maximum coupling inversions (i.e. the same penalty pa-130

rameter yields a better fit in the minimum inversion compared to the maximum).131

We also investigated interseismic velocities from the pre-2012 period. There is sig-132

nificant overlap in the coupling patches of both periods (Figure 4). For the pre-2012 model,133

the central patch is located farther offshore, and shows a highly-coupled region at about134

35 km depth in the northwest region of Nicoya, consistent with modeled slow slip in 2009,135

2011, and 2014 (Xie et al., 2020). Both models show strong correlation with the rupture136

zone of the 2012 Costa Rica earthquake (Figure 1 and 2), as well as deep slow slip (∼40 km)137

beneath the Gulf of Nicoya.138
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All of the models (pre- and post-2012) indicate a high degree of variance in the near-139

trench portion of the subduction zone, with the maximum coupling close to the full plate140

rate. Figure 5 shows the minimum and maximum coupling on each patch over the range141

of solutions for the post-2012 period and a transect perpendicular to the trench. The cou-142

pling is well-constrained in the region of the 2012 rupture zone between 40−70% with143

the best-fit values being between 50−60% coupled for both the pre- and post-2012 pe-144

riods. Figure 5c also compares the coupling values to strain release processes associated145

with this section of the megathrust (coseismic ruptures, postseismic slip, and SSEs). Large146

earthquakes and SSEs apparently release most of the accumulated strain in the deeper147

parts of the subduction zone, but do not fully accommodate the shallow strain. At the148

trench, the variability ranges from a minimum of 15% up to ∼ 98%, effectively full cou-149

pling. This variability is also seen in adjacent sections of the trench (Figure 6).150

4 Forward Locking Models offshore Southern Nicaragua151

The GPS network in Nicaragua is not sufficiently dense nor close enough to the trench152

to apply the coupling model reliably. However, with some assumptions, useful informa-153

tion about the frictional behavior of the megathrust can be obtained from simple for-154

ward models. We tested whether the tsunami or seismological/aftershock models of the155

1992 Mw 7.7 earthquake are consistent with the available GPS data, assuming that the156

rupture zone for that event is also the zone that is currently fully locked.157

We modeled the interseismic velocities in Nicaragua with a range of locking mod-158

els in the shallow megathrust (Okada, 1992). Seismological models, based on aftershock159

distribution, tend to favor large rupture zones with significant down-dip extent (Ide et160

al., 1993; Norabuena et al., 2004). These models are not consistent with the current GPS161

velocity field. Figure 7 shows a range of locking models and the tsunami rupture model162

of Satake (1994). The GPS locking model and the tsunami rupture model both imply163

a limited depth down-dip extent of locking/rupture, ∼ 40 − 50 km, at a depth of ap-164

proximately 20− 25 km on the plate interface.165

5 Discussion166

The tsunami record in Costa Rica dates back to 1579 and includes 14 events re-167

lated to earthquakes (NOAA, 2020). The tsunami associated with the Mw 7.6 1991 Limón168

earthquake is the only significant event recorded with wave heights of ∼ 2−3m. How-169

ever, this earthquake and tsunami occurred on the Caribbean side of Costa Rica and are170

unrelated to the subduction megathrust. All other tsunamis in Costa Rica have been small,171

with 10− 30 cm wave heights.172

The megathrust offshore the Nicoya Peninsula in northwest Costa Rica hosts earth-173

quakes of order Mw 7.5 with a recurrence interval of 50−60 years (Protti et al., 2014),174

but there are no recorded tsunamis associated with these events. In contrast, areas in175

Central America northwest of Costa Rica do host significant tsunamis. In 1992, a Mw176

7.7 earthquake offshore Nicaragua generated a tsunami with ∼ 10m waves that killed177

at least 168 people and left 13,500 homeless (Kanamori & Kikuchi, 1993; Satake, 1994;178

Kikuchi & Kanamori, 1995; Satake, 1995). In 2003, a Mw 7.3 megathrust earthquake179

in El Salvador near the Gulf of Fonseca created a tsunami with ∼6.3m wave heights (Heidarzadeh180

& Satake, 2014).181

The contrast in recent and historical tsunami behavior between these two adjacent182

sections of the Central American subduction zone raises an obvious question. Are large183

tsunamis offshore Costa Rica not possible, or is the tsunami/earthquake record simply184

too short to have observed these events? In other words, is there a fundamental differ-185

ence in the properties of the subduction megathrust that limits tsunami risk offshore Costa186

Rica, versus megathrust properties to the north that promote tsunamis?187
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The record length for Costa Rica (∼450 year) is long enough to suggest the differ-188

ence in tsunami recurrence between two areas is significant. Perhaps the absence of tsunamis189

in Costa Rica reflects a lack of strain accumulation in the shallow megathrust here; data190

from the current on-shore geodetic network are not diagnostic as they lacks sensitivity191

to strain accumulation near the trench. Our new kinematic strain accumulation model,192

accounting for realistic stress shadow effects, provide some constraints and suggests that193

strain may indeed be accumulating in this up-dip region but uncertainties remain large.194

Jiang et al. (2017) documented an elastic strain release event in the shallow megathrust195

offshore Nicoya, suggesting prior strain accumulation here.196

If up-dip strain had indeed accumulated here, why was it not released in the 2012197

earthquake? Recent models of earthquake ’super-cycles’ suggest that strain can accu-198

mulate over many earthquake cycles, i.e. all accumulated strain is not necessarily released199

in a given event (Sieh et al., 2008; Salditch et al., 2020). It has also been shown that large200

earthquakes tend to cluster in time (Kulkarni et al., 2013; Goldfinger et al., 2013), con-201

sistent with the idea of temporal variation of strain accumulation/release. If these con-202

cepts apply to Costa Rica, it is possible that long-term strain is accumulating near the203

trench and could contribute to a large tsunami in the future.204

The coupling model from Protti et al. (2014) suggests that there is a fully coupled205

area along the coast of the Nicoya Peninsula that did not rupture during the 2012 earth-206

quake. Our models suggest that this region is ∼ 40% coupled and accruing ∼ 3−3.5 cm/yr207

of slip. This region also experiences SSEs approximately every two years and releases208

about 1.5−2 cm of strain (Voss et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2020; Afra et al., submitted to209

JGR). This suggests that this area may be accumulating strain more slowly than pre-210

viously thought and perhaps explains why it did not participate in the 2012 rupture, though211

this does not preclude it from participating in future great earthquakes.212

The slip rate deficit at the trench estimated by our models is between 10− 95%213

of the plate rate (∼ 0.85−8.5 cm/yr) (Figure 5c). Hence, the potential strain accumu-214

lation offshore Costa Rica is of order ∼ 4−35m based on the 450 year record of no tsunamis.215

While this maximum value seems extreme, we note that even higher strain release was216

observed in Japan during the 2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake. Prior to that event,217

the up-dip region of the seismogenic zone had been considered aseismic (velocity strength-218

ening), incapable of hosting rapid seismic slip. In the event, the earthquake caused up219

to ∼50m of offset at the trench (Kimura et al., 2012). Before the 2011 Tohoku-Oki event,220

the megathrust had a prior history of recurring M ∼ 7 earthquakes (1915, 1962, 1980,221

2003) (Uchida & Bürgmann, 2021). The potential similarity with the Costa Rican record222

suggests to us that tsunami hazard estimates in this part of Central America based only223

on the historical record could be under-estimated, despite that record’s 450-year length.224

The forward locking models offshore Southern Nicaragua are consistent with the225

tsunami model proposed by Satake (1994), but due to the uncertainties on the interseis-226

mic velocities it is difficult to estimate anything more than the down-dip extent of lock-227

ing. The down-dip extent is consistent with shallow locking and our models rule out deep228

locking offshore Nicaragua (Figure 8). Sea-floor geodetic data would help to better con-229

strain the down-dip extent and more localized regions of locking.230

Assuming the tsunami rupture model accurately outlines the current locking pat-231

tern, as suggested by the limited GPS data, there is a spatial correlation between lock-232

ing and bathymetric depth. The steep gradient in near-trench bathymetry, from about233

4,000 meters to less than 500 meters within 45 km of the trench, closely matches the re-234

gion we infer to be presently locked. Perhaps this locked zone persists over many seis-235

mic cycles, promoting back-thrusts that locally steepen and thicken the crust. Xie et al.236

(2020) noted the similarity between pre- and post-2012 locking patterns in and near the237

Nicoya peninsula, also consistent with longer term persistence in locking patterns.238
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There were over 250 moderate earthquakes (Mw5− 6.9) between 1976 and 2022239

offshore Southern Nicaragua and Northern Costa Rica (Figure 2). Prior to the 1992 event,240

seismicity is sparsely distributed offshore Nicaragua. After the 1992 event two major clus-241

ters of seismicity occur offshore Nicaragua, southeast and northwest of the hypocenter.242

These high-density clusters largely overlap with the locking zone inferred from the geode-243

tic data.244

Three normal-faulting earthquakes occurred in the outer-rise in the year after the245

1992 Nicaragua earthquake. These types of earthquakes have been interpreted to indi-246

cate prior shallow locking, with the subsequent large megathrust earthquake stimulat-247

ing extension in the outer-rise (Sladen & Trevisan, 2018). Offshore Nicoya there are not248

as many clear indicators of shallow locking such as the high-volume of earthquakes near249

the trench or large tsunami run-ups. Though there are fewer outer-rise earthquakes, there250

are two prior to the 2012 earthquake and one after 2013, all greater than Mw 5.0.251

The available tsunami, seismic, and geodetic data in Nicaragua are in agreement252

that the near-trench region is locked and can generate tsunamis. Assuming locking con-253

tinues, at the full plate rate, this portion of the subduction zone will reach 3 meters of254

accumulated strain (the amount released in the 1992 earthquake) within the next 1−255

3 decades.256

6 Conclusions257

• A stress-constrained kinematic coupling model for the interseismic surface veloc-258

ity field in northern Costa Rica predicts a locked (slip deficit) zone that agrees with259

the rupture zone of the 2012 Mw 7.6 Costa Rica earthquake. The model suggests260

the offshore region experiences slip deficit at 10−95% of the full plate rate, with261

25% as the best estimate. The potential therefore exists for a major tsunami here,262

despite a 450-year tsunami-free record.263

• The GPS surface velocity field in Nicaragua is consistent with a shallow locking264

model that resembles the 1992 tsunami rupture model of Satake (1994).265

• If the shallow megathrust offshore Nicaragua remains fully locked, as implied by266

the limited GPS data, there is potential for another large earthquake and tsunami267

within the next 1-3 decades.268

• Sea-floor geodesy would significantly improve our ability to constrain locking on269

the shallow megathrust in both Nicaragua and Costa Rica.270
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8 Figures396

Figure 1. Bathymetry and topography of the study area based on a 30-arc second Digital El-

evation Model of Central America, with major earthquakes (USGS) and selected depth contours

(in km) on the subducting plate interface. Rupture zone of the 2012 Mw 7.6 Costa Rica earth-

quake (red patch is the 1.2 meter slip contour of Yue et al. (2013)) and pre-seismic locked zone

for the event (magenta patch is the area with coupling ratio greater than 0.3 in coupling model

of Protti et al. (2014)) are shown for comparison. Rupture zone of the 1992 Mw 7.7 Nicaragua

earthquake (blue rectangle) is inferred from the tsunami fault model of Satake (1994).
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Figure 2. Comparison of earthquake frequency and location offshore northern Costa Rica

and Nicaragua, from the Global Centroid Moment Tensor Catalog (Dziewonski et al., 1981). One

year aftershocks from the 1992 Mw 7.7 Nicaragua and 2012 Mw 7.6 Costa Rica earthquakes are

color-coded, light green and red, respectively.
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Figure 3. Interseismic surface velocity for (a) Nicaragua (Blewitt et al., 2018) and (b,c)

Costa Rica (Xie et al., 2020). Costa Rica data show periods before and after the 2012 Mw 7.6

earthquake. Both periods have similar velocity patterns, reflecting a combination of plate motion-

parallel strain accumulation from locking on the megathrust and trench-parallel forearc motion.

Nicaragua data, farther from the locked megathrust, are dominated by trench-parallel forearc

motion.
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Figure 4. (a) Best-fit kinematic coupling model for northern Costa Rica using plate motion-

parallel component of interseismic surface velocities (black arrows are data vectors and blue are

model vectors) for the the post-2012 period and the (b) pre-2012 period. The models are overlain

on a regional DEM, with more transparent sections indicating poorly constrained regions (see

Figure 6). Thin black contours show slab depth from Hayes et al. (2018).
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Figure 5. Minimum (a) and maximum (b) coupling ratio for each patch (location) from a

range of inversion solutions. Line A-A’ shows the location of the trench-perpendicular transect

through the rupture zone of the 2012 Mw 7.6 earthquake. (c) Comparison of strain accumu-

lation (slip deficit) along line A-A’ and various strain release processes (earthquake rupture,

post-seismic slip, and slow slip). Note that a significant fraction of accumulated strain may be

unreleased in the offshore region close to the trench, implying that the possibility of a future

tsunami, but uncertainties are large due to lack of near-trench observations.
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Figure 6. Variance in the coupling ratio for each patch in the model. Values larger than 0.5

are poorly constrained.
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Figure 7. Proposed rupture models for the 1992 Mw 7.7 Nicaragua earthquake based on af-

tershock distribution (dashed black rectangle; Ide et al. (1993)) and tsunami run-up (blue solid

rectangle; Satake (1994)), compared to a GPS-based forward model for locking (red dashed line).

Inset shows GPS surface velocity data (black arrows) and predictions from the best-fit forward

model (red arrows), which closely matches the tsunami-based rupture model.
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Figure 8. Bathymetric profile offshore Nicaragua compared to surface velocities predicted by

the GPS-based locking model in Figure 7. Inset shows the chi-squared error for various depths

of maximum locking in the forward model. Note the close agreement between the GPS locking

model and the tsunami rupture model. While the on-shore GPS data are far from the locked

zone, they can at least rule out the deeper down-dip width implied by the seismological model in

Figure 7 assuming current locking matches the 1992 rupture.
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